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There are very few people who will argue that Panzer-

Blitz is a fine game. It ranks beside Anzio and 1914 as perhaps
the finest game yet in its class, and certainly it outshines the
rest of the Poultron Press TAC series.

However, having been involved in design work on a level
quite similar, and having played both my results and Dunni-
gan’s, I am convinced things could be better. The majority of
the rules and concepts below are not going to change Panzer-
Blitz, but instead are aimed at providing even more variety. All
of them fit into the historical rationale of PanzerBlitz reason-
ably well (indeed, they may even improve the simulation a bit).

Visibility
Those who have done a good deal of reading into small

unit actions of WWII know that PanzerBlitz visibility rules are
rather weak. Because my data is significantly at odds with the
whole development of PanzerBlitz in this area, the below
rules are designed more to fit the game than be simulations.

Maximum visibility is 20 squares, all units beyond that
are considered automatically ‘concealed.’ Units within 20 squ-
ares of the enemy but not within a line-of-sight are considered
concealed. Units in woods or towns (unless spotted - see rules)
are considered concealed.

Concealed units are inverted, and the opposition may
not look at their values.

After each move (or more impulse) visibility is ‘checked’
to determine which units become concealed and which revealed.

With a paper punch produce small round markers from a
sheet of posterboard. These are ‘dispersed’ markers. These are
necessary because the old system of turning untis over is ob-
viously not going to work. Naturally, dispersed units are un-
able to spot enemy concealed units while they are dispersed.

When a unit attacks the enemy with direct fire, it must
momentarily reveal itself (i.e.: the firing player must flip the
firing unit over and demonstrate the legality of the fire).
Thus concealed firing units, although giving away their loca-
tion, remain technically concealed (and may not be fired upon
until spotted).

You may never fire on concealed units.
Note that players must be reasonably honest about the

movement of their troops, for there are few ways the opposi-
tion can extensively check up.

The Impulse Game
The use of the impulse rules is very important in that

it makes a number of the situations considerably more balan-
ced. The impulse rules are not particularily clear, and the ad-
jacent chart showing the complete order of play," and the len-
gth of time over which “dispersed” results last should clear
up a number of problems.

Slope Lines
The dark brown hexside “slope lines” are considered to

block all fire except in the cases given ir1 “Special Notes to be
used with the TET.” (Mainly notes A-D) Always use the
“Real Space Line-of-Sight Determination” technique, it clears
up many problems.

Arnold J. Hendrick

Indirect Fire
All M and H units with a speed of 1 or O, and all SPA

units may use indirect fire.
Only the CPs may be used to‘ spot this fire. Russian

CPs may not operate from vehicles while Gennan CPs may.
Historically the Russians had about one CP per regiment, the
Germans two or three (maybe even more). The number of
CPs should be stated in the game conditions.

Wrecks
When a square is completely filled with wrecked vehicles

it is considered the same as a square with a “blockade” in it.
Wrecks on top of blockade counters have no effect. (There is
no historical rationale for this, but astute players will realize
that this rule discourages some very unrealistic tactics and re-
sults).

Minefield Location & Effects
The location of each minefield should be written on a

separate file card at the start of the game. As soon as you ob-
serve the enemy- going over a minefield, simply pull out the
proper file card and show him.

Directly after the impulse the unit(s) ran into the mine-
field the 2-1 ‘attack’ should be rolled. The effects of this attack
last until the firing round of the player's next turn (player who
controls the unit in the mines). Then roll again.

Blocking Barrage Fire
You may fire into an unoccupied square with any H or

M type units totalling 20 factors or more. This produces a
“barrage block” marker which lasts until your next firing op-
portunity. Moving into a barrage block is the same as moving
onto a minefield. Putting more than 20 factors into the square
does not increase the effect of the blocking barrage.

Point Games
Players often have the desire to choose their own equip-

ment for a given mission. The included data charts give a point
evaluation for each unit. The high value of mobile units is be-
because Panzer-Blitz is a game.about mobile, not static, battles.

The traditional “miniatures” use for such evaluations is
simply to give a player his point total and mission, and let him
pick his own troops within those limits. However, to keep
things reasonable, you should (after the first few games) give
a player the names ofhigher echelon unit(s) his troops are from.
He may not choose units unless they are present in that type
of higher echelon unit, nor may he choose more than those
which were historical availible in the unit’s TO&E. The TO&E
for the typical corps and divisions I have included on the chart
for handy reference. For the rest see the battle manual and
issues 23 and 25 of Strategy & Tactics.

On the chart the ‘Amt’ gives the number of units in a
single set of PanzerBlitz counters, and ‘Eqp’ gives the number
of guns, men, or tanks in the unit historically.

PANZERBLITZ continued to pagel8
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The Creation of Strategic Armor Games and More
on Tactics.

Thus far we have outlined the design of
an armor battle and some random tactical sug-
gestions on attack and defense utilizing WWII
armor and infantry. Now we shall discuss the
creation of strategic situations. For the
purpose of this article these are of two major
types. First, the use of multiple boards will
be incorporated, second, confrontation will
occur via contact on a large map board(e.g.
Panzerblitz) and be resolved via miniatures.

4- J-Both of these types of strategic situation are
quite different in their design aspects, even
though their similarities will also be evi-
dent.

On a multiple mapboard game, a number of
tables are terrained and set up. The composi-
tion of both total forces are given to each
player. He will plan his defense or attack
from these statistics. Some conceptualization
of the relationship of five boards must be
given, as well as a picture of the total bat-
tle, of which this is just a series of con-
frontations.

Let me illustrate (MAP satow)
Here is the overall map, boards B2, C2,

D4, Al, and Dl have been selected for play and
will be terrained one board at a time (or all
five if you have the space and twenty players)
Maps will be given each side so that each can
decide how all the forces are committed prior
to any conflicts.

The overall objectives and dispositions
of all forces are given prior to the players
commitment.

For example, the center four boards are
held by Russian troops. All boards numbered
one are held by the Germans. German troops
may enter from all boards adjacent to 'D' and
the remainder are in the boards numbered one.

In board B3 a ten gun 105mm artillery
battery has just been dug in. It is the Ger-
man objective to destroy, and the Russian ob-
jective to defend this battery. Headquarters
has ordered you to destroy the objective with
a major offensive in Bl, C2, D4, Al, and B4.
NOTE the relationship of the boards, so that
pieces moving from A1 to Bl could appear on B2
soon after. Units leaving B2 could appear in
C2 at once, etc...
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Russian Units are:
men
rifle
SMG
PAK crews £10 guns)
HMG crews lO guns
Trucks (carry lO men each

Set these up so that you can defend B3
C2 and, further, so that you can enter Al

12 T34/76
6 T34/B5
3 JS III
6 76mm Howitzers

)4 105mm Mortars

from A2, Dl from D2, besides making sure you
can

300
18210

3/-

3336
10
10

hold the west half of D4.
German Units are:

men
rifle
IMG $30
HMG 12
Mortars
PAK (12 75/L43
%Tr cks T10 men) M VI 6
Trucks (10 men) 6 105mm Howitzers

with tractors

C 234
244

75/L4850/L24
75/L24
75/I-48
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In the game your strategy is defined by
troop placement and use of reserves. Reserves
must be shown on the sixteen board complex and
can arrive on a playing board only through
proper movement.

The second type of strategic situation
uses a large map and players move on the map
unseen by each other. When they make contact,
the board is defined and terrained (e.g. the
playing boards are not predefined ). Only
overall forces and overall objectives are
given. Thus, the actual play on the battle
board is a tactical maneuver game.

Let us cease discussion of strategy and
look at the play of a real situation. The
board is: Map.

Russian Forces
76mm PAK guns with two crews of 3 men each
HMG with a crew of three
76mm Mortars with two crews of 3 men each

12 SMG and l T3H/85
l 76mm Howitzer with Tractor

OBJECTIVES: Delay the German advance and pre-
serve the howitzer and/or the T34/B5 if at all
possible.

German Forces:
3 Trucks with l LMG, 2 SMG's and 7 riflemen

each
Halftracks with 5 riflemen each
Mark IV F2H
Mark IV
Mark IV Towing a 155mm Howitzer
AC 234 20mm
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OBJECTIVES: Reach Hill AA and set up the
155mm Howitzer within fourteen turns (15
seconds each).
OVERALL SITUATION: South of this board a
large tank battle is occuring. A German Of-
fensive has been pushed back twice due to a
battery of five Russian 105mm Howitzers. These
howitzers cannot range to the board, they are
three miles away.

The Russians may set up on the mwma
board. The German enters from the North road
and the board edge east of the North road.

The 155's will have a range long enough
to hit the 105 battery, this is its objective.
There is a time limit because the German of-
fensive in the South is coordinated and timed
to begin as soon as the 155's fire is brought
to bear on the 105 battery. A German delay
will either result in a Russian neutralization
of the 155 or the 105's again breaking the at-
tack.

The attack, from the Russian point of
view, is a wing offensive. when the 155 ap-
pears he realizes that his orders change, the
T3#/B5 and 76mm become expendable as long as
the 155 is neutralized.

The German player must avoid bringing
the 155 on the board until all key areas are
cleared, especially forests 3 and 4.

Now let us set up a defense and analyze
the German attack. To get the most out_of
this article,, stop reading for the moment and
set up a Russian defense.

You have five infantry pieces, one tank
and one field piece, place them wisely. The
orders are to preserve the tank and field
piece, thus they should be placed on the
southern board half. A natural position for
the artillery piece is either behind forest 7
of Hill A, both command the road and have easy
access to a road for retreats. Which is the
best? The mound behind Hill A is because of
rough terrain, the hill itself, and forest 6
all of which protect the artillery piece very
well. Forest 7, on the other hand, can be at-
tacked from several directions and affords
less protection. On the contrary though for-
est 7 provides very adequate protection for
the T34/85 when placed behind it. If attacked
it has mobility and armored defense,further it
has guns which can be brought to bear on the
entire road complex. The Ho" range of the
tank covers the board well, if it were placed
behind forest 6 or Hill A the defense position
would be good but mobility would be reduced
due to rough terrain.

Now a summary of the five infantry pieces
and their best positioning. The two PAK guns
are anti-tank, the mortars are anti-personnel
with poor anti-tank function, due to the gla-
cier armor on the Mk IV or Mk V and since both
these targets are highly mobile the chance of
picking and hitting your target are small.
The HMG is anti-personnel and also effective
against the personnel carrier. With these wea-
pons in mind let us deploy them.

Forest number 3 is a likely spot for a
piece, how about the HMG, NO. Why? The co-
lumn will not be lead by an infantry unit,fur-
ther you would have to place the weapon on the
leading edge of the forest and a tank could
wipe out the HMG gun and crew without allowing
them to fire a shot. A PAK gun? Better, but
still not the best, a HMG could pick it off
immediately, further the infantry could attack
the forest and neutralize the piece before it
could do real damage. Finally a mortar, it
can place shells on any piece coming in convoy
and can be placed, concealed in the forest, or
behind it and be safe from HMG fire. SMG's
placed with it would neutralize the effect of
an infantry assault.

S&T continued to page]?
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On August 16, 1769 a poor peasant womanin
Ajacoio, Corsica bore a child. He was subse-
quently named Napoleon Bonaparte, a name the
world woulc not so n forget.

At the age of 9 he attended Brienne Mil-
itary School, in Paris, and in 1783 was given
the choice of a number of fine military sch-
ools, because cf the excellent capabilities he
had demonstrated.

During the period of Napoleon's schooling
France was experiencing great internal pol-
itical convulsions, which terminated with the
middle classes regaining power. As a result
of this uphmwal, Louis XVI was guillotined in
1793. An auspicious moment, as France was
attacked by the first coalition of; Austria,
England, Prussia, Holland, Spain and Sardin-
ia.

In the course of the conflict, the vital
shipping port of Toulon, in South France, was
captured by the English. Napole=n was given
command of the besieging artillery. Using
his tactics, Toulon was recaptured within four
months.

In early October 1795, an open revolt
oc*ured in Paris. The ‘Herc of Toulon' was
given the command defending the Tuilleries Pal
ace. On October 4 the palace was attacked and
Napoleon swept away the 32,000 National Guards
that challenged him, restoring order by night
fall.

For these services to France, Napoleon
was given command of the army of Italy.

+ THE JUALJAN CAMPAIGN +

In March 1?9o Napoleon arrived and took
command of the Army of Italy: a force not even
having the bare necessities, sme_men were with-
out uniforms, shoes and even weapons! They
were positioned as follows at the base of the
Italian Alps:

Massena's advance guard 2 brigades
2 divisions
(18,000 men)

Mair Body--Serurier, Augereau, Hussa,
Garner--9 Demi Brigades

(20,000 men)
Stengal--(Cavalry) 3,500 men
3 divisions guarding lires of communica-

- tion 10,000 men

After reorganization, Bonaparte was able
to bring his effective striking force up to
3?,600 men,

In Early April Napoleon endeavored to con-
quer the Piedmont, marching south, close to the
coast. As soon as the maneuver began the Aust-
rian army advanced to protect its position in
Italy.

The Sadinians (20,000 men),under general
Colli, composed the right, near Ceva, and the
Austrians (32,000 strong) under Beaulieu form-
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ed the left, from Allesandria to Genoa.
Although only 26 years old at the time,

General Bonaparte's entire theory of battle um
already formulated. To accomplish the con-
centration of such a small army as his on any
one point of a larger, more disciplined one,he
could allow nothing to interfere with mobility.
Traditional long lines of supply wagons, the
essence of the sl w enemy armies, were sirply
left behind. (For the Austrian organization &
tactics see NGT chapter 1, Vol. Q #6.)

The campaign openend as the French occup-
ied a central position between the two hostile
armies, and then turned to defeat the Aust-
rians at Montenotte (April 12) and Dego (April
16), while a small force covered Colli. After
losing 6,000 men, Beaulieu retreated to All-
esandria, and Napoleon turned on Colli. Colli
routed at Ceva (April 20) and Mondovi (23 rd).
Sardinia capitulated and signed the treaty of
Cherasco on April 25, surrendering all of Lom-
bardy.

Beaulieu had retreated above the Po, with
only some 2H,00O troops remaining. Napoleon's
M0,000 opened the attack on May ? and, using
the now famous strategy cf envelopmsntu had
crossed the Po at Piacenxa by the 10th. Beau-
lieu , realizing his peril, had already with-
drawn across the River Adda, leaving a 10,000
man rearguard at Lodi. The latter poirt of
the Adda was spanned by a 500 foot bridge. Dis
the French veterans took in the face of over
12 cannon, and inflicted over 2,0C0casulaties.

with but 28,000 men remaining of hos once
glounious army, Beaulieu planted himself behnfi
the River Mincio. Here, the ancient fortress
of Mantua was situated on the south tip of the
afore-mentioned river, accessible only by four
causeways, with swamps totally enveloping the
entire area.

Napoleon corssed the River Minco on the
30th, forcing Beaulieu to retire into the Tyr-
cl, after leaving no less than 12,000 men gar-
risonning Mantua.

The incompetant Beaulieu was finally re-
placed by General Wurmser, presently at the
head of 50,000 troops. However, he unwisely
divided his army into three columns, one to



proceed down each side of Lake Guarda, a third
to move against Mantua. these forces wereled
by Quasdonowich, Melas and Wurmser, respect-
ively.

Bonaparte had 10,000 men tied up in the
siege trenches around Mantua, leaving but 30,
000 to repulse Wurmser. Despite these dis-
advantages, Bonaparte's military genius did
not fail him. Over the night of July 31, the
French abandoned the siege and marched north-
wards. Wurmser, delaying for days at Mantua,
granted Napoleon the time to battle and to de-
feat Quasdonowich (Lonato, August bth) and
thus dispersing one threat.

Wurmser advanced across the Mincio, and
assembled 25,000 troops to engage Napoleon at
Castiglione the next day. Bonaparte's force
was steadily reinforced to 32,000 men. First
he routed Wurmer's left and then his entire
Wing. The aged general himslef narrowly es-
caping capture. The remains of the Austrian
army retreated up to Trent, leaving behind
nearly 18,000 casualties, as Bonaparte put
Mantua to siege once again.

During these exciting days when military
strategy was being reborn, (and when it was
noted that Napoleon never took more than two
hours of sleep at one time) Napoleon conceived
the idea of his ‘Guides’ (later the Imperial
Guards). The Guides were to be an elite body-
guard and/or reserve, that would grow to monu-
mentous proportions, in subsequent years: of
horse, foot and artillery.

Meanwhile, at Trent, in September, Wurm-
ser received 25,000 fresh troops. Stationing
as many at Roverdo (under Davidowich) he
headed the other 20,000 in an attempt to raise
the seige of Mantua.

with his accustomed speed and vigor Napo-
leon flew to the encounter against Quasdonowidi
who he routed on September 4, then counter-mar-
ched in time to defeat Murmser on the 8th at
Bassone. To avoid total disaster, the Aust-
rians had to retreat INTO Mantua.
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Austria,now throughly appauled over the
results on its Italian front appointed Field
Marshall Alvintzi to succeed Murmser. In full
command, he was allocated 28,000 fresh recrufis,
plus 18,000 remaining in the lower Tyrol, for
an advance down the Adige that began in early
November--once move in two columns.

Thinned out by a defeat inflicted on part
of Napoleon's force on November 12 at Verona,
only a bare 01,000 men remained in the entire
army of Italy. But Bonaparte struck upon a
brilliant counter-stroke.

Still feigning a retreat toward Mantua,on
the night of the 13-10 some 18,000 of Napo-
leon's troops made a quick, ‘round about march
and planted themselves in Alvintzi‘s rear, at
Arcola. Arcola was specifically chosed for us
topographical location, amidst swamps and
marshes. Hence superior Austrian strength was
not capable of being deployed against it.

The French battled throughout the next 2
days, with little results because they had not
achieved the complete element of surprise they
had hoped for. But on the 16th Arcola was com-
pletely outflanked to the south, compeling Al-
vintzi to retreat,after losing % of his 24,000
men. French casualties only amounted to a few
thousand.

During January of 1797 Alvintzi was once
more in the field, with 45,000 men, leading
the 5th army sent to dislodge the French grip
on Italy. He personally lead one column down
the Adige (28,000 men), Prover led the second
(17,000 men) against Mantua.

Napoleon advanced to block Alvintzi‘s mar-
ch with nearly 20,000 troops on the plateau of
Rivoli (January 14th), where he crushed five
Austrian assaults. (see map) Leaving Joubert
to complete the victory, Napoleon hurried soufla
wards to Mantua.

By January 16th Provera was on the outski-
rts of the trenches ringing the citadel. At
the town of La Favorta Bonaparte suddenly des-
cended upon his column. Before nightfall,Pro-
veras entire force was killed, wounded or capt-
uredl

On the epic morning of February 2nd, 1797
the half starved garrison of Mantua (30,000 )
surrendered.

It was during that month that Napoleon re-
ceived a considerable amount of reinforcements.
(25,000 fresh troops) with almost as many gu-
arding the Tyrol passes, Bonaparte lead M0,000
men on to Austria!

Archduke Charles, himslef, commanded the
last army available to repel the French invader
(50,000 men) but was defeated on March 16 at
the River Tagliamento. Three weeks subsequent
Bonaparte was but 75 miles distant from Vienna
when the mighty empire of Austria called for
an armistice, which ended on April 18 wiht the
signing of the treaty of Leoben. Through the
treaty, all of Italy was formally granted to
the French.

Napoleon Bonaparte returned to Paris on
November 20, as all the city resounded, hail-
ing him as the ‘conqueror of Italy‘.

(The source for my maps was the excellent
CAMPAIGNS OF NAPOLEON, by David Chandler.)

+ IW +
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. , , , LaluflqPLACES I0 BE -- An analysis of the non-supply centers of the map

when we discuss tactics in DIPLOMACY (C Games Research Corp.), too much emphafls is placed upon
the Qirpgt capture of supply centers, and the proper use of key provinces is often wholly ignored.
I would like to give you a brief summary of these non-supply centers relative to the seven major pow-
ers, as defined at the start of the game, with enough explanation so that you may apply the same pri-
nciples to the attack of any supply center complex. (By a 'suppw center complef I mean the group of
centers amassed by one power, regardless of the game year.) Let us examine the key provinces adjac-
ent to each country's home centers (and its normal ‘sphere of influence’) -- especially those invol-
ved in the Belgian and Balkan ‘sectors’ -- see Slfl Dec., Jan., & Feb. 1971 and TE Vol. 3 # 7. After
that, the neutrals in the Iberian, Tyrolean, Ionian & Scandinavian 'secotrs' shall be discussed.

A) Belgian Sector non-supply provinces Base map: C. S. Hammond & C0. N.Y.
1) Franee

The key" to France*s collapse is not flqe succaful fleet move: i
capture of any single supply center, instead successful army move: Q
it is the severing of the two units of French successful support given4 ¢>-oe.Q$-
Power. I.e. Brest-Paris and Marseilles- Spain- support 0utlC}—- GD»-
Portugal. If you can gain the Mid Atlantic 0., fleet in place|@D
Pic, Wes, or Lyon you do hurt France and cause army in placelc)
her some problems, A piece in any of these nationality: F,E,6-,T,R,R)1
pCSitlOn& chaflenges at least one center to as dislogment|}—-
many as three. Yet, unless co-ordinated with unsuccessful army move|-—9- F&EET-—-$5
other attacking units in other non-center pro-
vinces, France is not too hard pressed to de-
§?Fd“'§he tifée ifiuihe §?°.b§i9g.?he1“°it ve§Q F ENG - (s) FRE A PAR-BRE (unwanted sup.)ng, o oour e. ro ce e prov nce _, _
the heart of France--Gascony. Loss of Gascony A ?E£]éS%BgEE A MUN BBUG
to an invading army shall give the French play- F Ngy NTH _
er untold fits of pain! That ONE province at- Lam WAI
tacks FOUR centers that are normally French. F __fi:__:__ ' J,

Remembering the weakness of France, as an A EOEBEEEEHG l
attacker you can afford to retreat to GAS (un- A BUBG_PAB
less the piece is needed elsewhere) even Lfthe F DEN (H)
piece might be annihilated! Why? It takes at A KIFL_MUN
least four pieces to annihilate a piece in the '
_.;- _ k_ .. .i. -1‘

‘$60 '_‘
proJ1nce of Gascony Tyirg up four pieces, at iWr*1
the cost of one unit is usually more than with _ -

"a

$%%§§% Y1-ION
it. Gascony is one of those wonderful places /A‘
just made for the Fall capture because c-f a _'§[9R\__l‘~"(r
‘spring raid'l! when you t-ake one cf the ad- ‘Q03 . _, ., __ , .

. F} g ;
o f‘ 3l'_/--Z

'11-1."4' :‘IO’?
- __0.-"46'\~“5

_..':\..=~

jacent centers in the Spring, be ready to dime = 5;? U‘go§ w Q-
.- ‘ D

the blade home. E.g. In the Winter of ]904the P5. . Mpositions are: __ ‘Q, 4*
I 3*‘-..? -Z .\

¢ I 'France: F SPA so, A PORT, A PIC, A MAR, A PAR ppm ;w£; GM
Germany: A Burg, A Kiel, A Mun, A Hol, F Den L 3 mu § V * .
England: F Nwy, F Lon, F eng, F Liv, A Bel ~- ,__- M‘

. Cr ~F*.“""‘
-. O

-R‘
.\\o.;‘1

(see maps in opposite column) 1._f ' y 1
Let's say France chooses to play:

A PAR - BRE
A PIC - BRE H, 5?

F SPA so - MAO _
A MAR - BURG _

A PORT - SPA

J N
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But England and Germany anticipate this and "' {-- 9
play:
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Now we have the position:
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France: F MAO, A EBE, A PIC, A MAR, A SPA
England: A BEL, F ENC, F NTH, F WAL, F NTH
Germany: A PAR, A BURG, A EUHE, F DEN, A MUN

U I

Pkl -:' _-$-

France can not hold all his current centers
and recapture Paris, because his supports can
be cut, but look what happens if Germany plays
TO GAS (S) by BURG while BEL hits PIC and ENG.
& IR] team up on MAO. The french positionvnll
be highly compromised, even if A Paris is an-
nihilated. (I suggest you work out the Fre-
nch moves.yourself to see that this is a true
statement.) If A PAR is destroyed BEL goes
to PIC, GAS is open and MAO is English also!!!
If A PAR goes to GAS, the fall of France will
be even more dramatic the next year because of
the fantastically large 'mix' England & Genmmy
can produce in 1903.

I have gone into great detail in the dis-
cussion of Gascony in hopes you shall applythe
principles to the other powers and to other
‘supply center complexes‘. I am not saying
that the moves of any power above are "best"
or that anticipation by any power could change
the entire picture, I am just giving an exam-
ple to illustrate my point.

2) England
The Seas aroung England are all import-

ant--North Sea being most important--as all
touch one English Center, at least, England
possesses land non-supply centers, that are
real problems if they fall to enemy armies.
England is doomed if YORK becomes compromised.
From that province all three centers of Eng-
lish origin are brought under attack, & Eng-
land needs four pieces for a sure annihilation
of the army in YORK.

Therefore, attacks on England are often
strongest if they are ‘developmental'. By
that I mean that if you capture NGW, NTH, or
ENG; (or IRI or NAO while also having MAO)
you can convoy England to death! By sending
an army to clyde from NGW, YORK from NTH, or
Wales (or Clyde) from the other seas, you
cause England to assume full defensive pos-
ture. When in Wales the further developmental

move to YORK (just like BURG - GAS) can bevery
stong and cause total collapse in two game
years!

3) Germany
This is the first of the three ‘com-

pact countries‘ -- Austria & Turkey being the
others) in which all centers are adjacent and
various neutrals and supply centers are in
direct contact. Germany's key Neutral is, of
course, Ruhr. Fall of that province compro-
mises two home centers and impinges on both
Holland and Belgium. The loss of RUHR is sec-
ond only to the loss of KIEL in importance to
Germany.

As for the rest of the German non-supply
provinces: Silesia, Baltic Sea, and Helge-
land attack two or more normally German sup-
ply centers, and present developmental pro-
blems to Germany. Bohemia, Prussia and Tyr-
olia attack only one German center each and
are of less positional advantage. Since TYR
does not attack a ‘Double Neutral‘ (i.e. a
non-supply center attacking two supply centers
of the same power--as opposed to a "neutral"
in the sence of a supply center not a part of
any great power initially.) little advantage
from TYR-BOH is gained. A BOH-SIL is a good
move, going from a ‘Singkf to a ‘Double Neu-
tral‘. Prussia would be an important Single
Neutral IF a piece there could go to TWO Dou-
ble Neutrals, PLUS a GERMAN center. This is
prevented because BAL is a sea province & SIL
is a land province, Thus the term ‘Single &
Double neutral‘ reflects the province rel-
ative to what type of unit can occupy it and
can move to adjacent supply centers. This
difference makes GAS, e.g., a Quadruple Neu-
tral of France if an army is there, but only
a Double Neutral if occupied by a fleet.

B. Baltic 'sector'
M. Austria

Switching to Austria we find Bohemiato
be an important Single Neutral! From there a
move to two Double Neutrals (TYO & GAL) is
possible. Any move that increases your 'mix‘
versus opponent's supply centers is usually a
strong move. The key Austrian Neutral is Alb-
ania--key because SER & GRE are usually Aust-
rian. From there the possible strike to the
jewel of the Balkans, Serbia is possible. (In
case you hadn't noticed SERBIA attacks FIVE
supply centers simultaneously and is the sin-
gle strongest land province to have in your
possession. /The other SUPER provinces are:
AEG, BUL, RUM, BUD, TRI, BAL and, of coursefle
two strongest bodies of water NTH and BLA/)

5. Turkey
Finally, of the three compact countrkm,

and being compact, most defendable, is Turkey.
Turkey is the single best defensive country to
hold. There are but six attack sites surroun-
ding Turkey's home centers while Austria has
eight and Germany elevin! (The other non-cent-
ralized, non-compact countries have: England 8,
France 8, Italy 8 and Russia 12.)

Turkey's weakest points are BLA, AEG, and
ARM: but all are fairly hard to get to by dir-

D.F. continued to page/6
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Barbarossa
$5.00
Poultron Press, Box 396, New York,
New York lOOO9
The l9Hl-45 Russo-German conflict on
a grand strategic scale.

PHYSICAL QUALITY: The usual fare for Poultron
Press. You get a standard size black and
white unmounted board, xeroxed rules, and out
and mounted units, all sent to you in one of
those delightful brown envelopes.
RULES: These are slightly superior to the usu-
al Poultron Press quality. They are easy to
read and comprehend despite the many botches
and misspellings. You can open the game, read
the rules and be playing in about one hour.
COMPLEXITY: A very uncomplicated game; its
about on the level with regular Stalingrad.
PLAYABILITY: This is no doubt one of the
smoothest playing games out today. Fverything
has been done to eliminate snags. It plays,
and plays well.
COMMENTS: (I put the comment section in here
so that remarks on figures and names in the
succeeding sections make more sense.) In the
begining there was Stalingrad, it was a very
good game. But soon after it was released
many became dissatisfied with the game's his-
torical accuracy. Therefore, to satisfy them-
selves almost everyone designed their own var-
iants, or in many cases a complete new game.
Generally, these new games utilized counters
representing smaller and smaller units, and
often larger and larger boards. This trend
continued to the point where one version had
a board measuring 8 X 5 feet, and several hun-
dred counters.

Then Jim Dunnigan came to the fore and
brought order out of chaos. He took a board
approximately the same size as Stalingrad's,
and put larger size hcxes on it. Then he or-
ganized the units on both sides into armies,
and viola! A whole new concept! while every-
one else had been taking the conflict toward
the tactical level Dunnigan expanded it to the
grand strategic level.

TITLE:
PRICE:
SOURCE:

SUBJECT:

 

-

GER MAN PANLERGRENANER
Thus it worked beautifully. Now the com-

manders on both sides are faced with relative-
ly the same decisions and problems that plagu-
ed OKH and STAVKA in the actual campaign. The
Germans are able to slice through the Russian
lines but they also have the problem of their
swift panzer armies out-running their own sup-
plies and the slower infantry. Thus, when the
Russian goes over to the offensive he is nam-
pered by an inept supply system and hordes
of units that are not well suited for the of-
fensive.

I have played Stalingrad, Stalingrad III,
Battle of Moscow, and hosts of Stalingrad var-
iants; and I would give the award for histor-
ical accuracy to this game.

when you buy Barbarossa you actually get
five games in one. There is the Campaign Game
in which you play out the entire struggle from
‘H1 to '45, and five mini-games within the
framework of the campaign game. They are:
Barbarossa, the ‘Al German offensive, Stalin-
grad, the '42 German offensive, Zitadelle, the
'M3 Russian-German offensives, and Berlin, the
'44 Russian summer offensive, why they named
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JUTLI-1ND Part IV
E3\f EBIIHEI l\fll~Jl\l\lCJ\l1C3i4

Now, we will look at the United States fleet, a close third in
strength behind the Germans. U.S. ships could easily have taken
part in an engagement in the North Sea.
New York and Texas, speed 8, range 20,000:

Bl5'I'l-IXi\S11l4'|iI| 1 | | 1| 1 till i»
Arkansas and Wyoming, speed 8, range 20,000:

l5llAI{KANS/\H S .| |I{j | iii] i | 1| |..
Utah and Florida, speed 8, range 20,000:

|:|:t;'|'.»\||x 4-Iltllltllltlh
D0/aware and North Dakota." the same as Utah.
South Carolina and Michigan, speed 7, range 20,000:

tit: .'\!l(.'ll|(;.-'\l\l 7 4-l II I j I I II P
K.'ins.'is, Vermont, Minnesota, and New Hampshire (7 8-t 20,000):
secondary range is 16,000.

1': K.-'\‘.'\lSi\S 7

ll all sccondary boxes are intact, an extra factor may be fired fore
and ilfl.

lrki/m and Mi'ssi'ssip,oi, speed 6, range (main) 20,000, (sec. 16,000):

1’. ll).-\ll() 7

Ohm, M.'iim.' and Missouri same as Idaho except speed is 7 and se-
tI()ll(itll'|l?Sl1l£lyllCUQ!' lire lore or aft.

A/.ih."un."t, /iitrl()i.s' and Wistionsin same as Idaho except secondaries
may ncvtrr liru lorc or all and maximum range for both main and
§t‘tTt)l1(it|ly iltllltffy is 16,000 yards.

f_tHil‘_\'i.lH.l, Crmnr'r'tirkiit, l/trqiiun, New Jersey, Georgia, Nebraska,
tutti R/uirfv /_\‘i.ltl(i, siitrtrtl 7, range (main) 20,000 and 16,0001 y -:i

"'CI3-E5}
ExCt?|)li0n Lt')t.li5‘it'ltl.'l and C(J!Hl(.‘t.‘fit.‘t'.~‘i may not fire secondary
buttery tit)/08$ it is .ill lIll.|Cl., and then only 1 factor.

.'<t.'.')fS.'lf_(](.' and Kmitut-A y, speed 6, range 16,000 yards:

It K!\l'l('K\' 7 4{:I:I Ii [III->

"-L _

. ' "-

" \

a-—'

15"

JI- -\II&:r""-

' 1B IOWA 5 speed 6, range 6,000

An extra factor may be fired fore or aft if both secondary boxes
are intact.
Indiana, Massachusetts, and Oregon: as Iowa, but protection factor
is a 7.

North Carolina, Montana, Washington, and Tennessee:

(.'.~\ .\l()NTAl\lA 4 speed 9, range 16,000

West Virginia, Colorado, Pennsylvania, Mary/and, California, South
Dakota."

on (IOL()RAl)0 4 ‘iii iii" speed 9, range 16.000
Charleston, Milwaukee, and St. Louis:

(LA ST. LOUIS 1 g speed 9, range 16,000

(IA l$l{()()KLYN l’i__r_i ti‘ speed 8, range 16,000

(I.-\ S.~\Ri\T()(;.\ l ti speed 8, range 16,000

Next time we will cover the Japanese fleet, who might, ooncciva
bly have come to the aid of the British or double crossed thcm and
helped the Germans. You might even hex oll the Pacific and have
them light the good old USA!

Qllastle & ttllrusahe
meittttsm Q Z8Q8®3K

NOTHING PRINTED THAT IS NEHEH THAN MEDIEVAL!
HISTORY*HEEALDHY, AHMS*AEMOH,'3ATTLES* BATTLE REPORTS, MAPBOARD GAEES*MINIATUEES and even
FANTASY are covered in the pages of this journal of the CASTLE & CRUSADE SOCIETY cf IFW.
Membership is only $2.00 for IFW members ($3.00 for others). To join, or for further in-
formation, contact: Gary Gygax, 330 Center St., Lake Geneva, Wise. 5314?
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by STUART GILBERT
It was a bitterly cold night in January, 1599

when Col. Vincents de Zaldivar, accompanied by 70
soldiers, galloped out of San Gabriel, in the new
colony of "New Mexico". He was on the way to av-
enge the murder of his brother Juan, and he was
ordered to persuade the Acoma Indians, who had sl-
ain Juan, to give obediance to the Spainish crown.

The acomas lived in a sky city on a mesa
with sheer sandstone walls of more than 350 feet,
isolating it from the desert below; with only a
narrow, winding traifl rising from the desert floor
to guide a traveler to the top.

Almost as soon as the Spainish forces moved
out from the protection of the settlement, hun-
dreds of fieoma Indians, alerted by spys bepan pre-
paring Fer the would Ne attackers. Nine days lat-
er lookouts atop the Q30 Foot Kalzfimo (enchanted
nest), three miles from Acoma, sent up a signal-
they had seen the flash of the sun from the flint
tipped lances of 7aldivar's soldiers and from the
hreastplates of the horses,

Swift runners relayed the vital statistics to
Ehief Zutucapan on ecoma ock. The invaders were
only as few as seven times the fingers of both
hands.

The small army of Zaldivar halted, Men and
mounts were exhausted. ‘heir 160 mile march had
been burdened by heavy coats of mail, steel breat-
plates, iron helmets, harquebuses, German maces,
Toledo swords, Halberds, and a brace of bronze ar-
tillery pieces-

A courier was dispatched from the Spainish
camp to deliver the ultimatum: H5urrender of be
destroyed by blood and fire". ‘he Colonel Zal-
divar fulfilled hus Uncle'a(Captain-General Juan
de Ontalo's) orders to seek peaceful submission of
the Acomas before turning to battle.

As the Uolonel waited at the campfire, he
could not prevent his thoughts from recalling the
treachersy perprated against his brother in that
s“y-scraping eitidal only seven weeks ago. Onthat
day, after a weary expidtion, Capt. Juan de Zai-
divar-and El hteen conquistadorys had appealed for
food and water at the Acomas. he Indians had hid
them welcome. Feighed down by arms and armor, the
qpainards inched up the sheer 356 foot sandstone
walls. As each conquistadore reached the summit,
he was escorted to a different home by an Acomese
host. Thus they were divided not for dining but
For destruction. The two hours of fighting thht
came ater betrayal seemed like two days for the
Oufnuflhercd Spainards, They fought as long asthe-
iv yeun Captain Fought, for the sight of his hor-
rible death panicked the remainin" conquisflhditesa
Seven of them leaped to their deaths off the par-
ched lip of the mesa where they had been forced by
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their att ckers. Only feur survived and they rode
their horses lives away in reaching Ran Gabrial.

dhfin C_ptain-General Onata returned from his
wQgferTY Qxplorations, he declared war on the tre-
cherous Acomas. “s he prepared to lead the attack
Col. V. Yaldivar interferred' since it was his

D

brother who was killed, he would lead the force
that was to punish the guilty,

'11 those thoughts tangled through Vfn¢entel5
mind as he stood by the gqmpfire on that January
QT, l5Qq.

The courier reigned up and shouted Chief Zut-
ucapan's answer: Vincents had been "ranted h15
wish; the Acomas would Fiphtl

as the dawn of the foliowine d _- _U ay sprea t ro
"Ph The heavens, an Indian sentinal, hieh upon Ag-
oma flock, watched the Spainards break camp and ad-
Vnflfe. 130 war whoop he loosened r~echood in a
thousand throats.

"o at empt was made from above to halt the
0EFPC““‘fi “R they began scalling u“ the flanks of
the .'\.com:-1 Citadel,

Hr1fT"Y up the she r trail, the Spainish hen-
rd a piercing cry from above. Upon this ‘signal,
Indian men, women, had children rushed to the gre-
at rock's edge, dumping arrows, stones, and boil-
ing water down upon the Seainards who clung like
ants to the rocky sides.

Then came the Acoma's turn to be surprised
when from bbhiend th'm exploded the thunder and
li1ht~“iflZ of ipainish firearms. Col. Zaldivarand
" P13t°“n of hnrfluehudiers had q_ined a foothold
on the top of the meaa by climbing the meaa's rear
palisades while the Indians were absorbed in their
e"orts to pry the main Spainish forc~s from the

idal's cliffs.CU FJI Ff

All that day Castilian lances and Indian ar-
rows crisscrossed in the dust-dark air. Spiked
iron maces and stone axes traded crushing blows,
The inv"der5s clumsy armor, cursed by them during
their ascent, was now blessed For shedding rogkg
and arrows,

flight froze the air, and the war, into sil-

ACOMA continued to pa.ge2O



MIT BARBAROSSA

Henry A. Krigsmon jr.

Not to be confused with the Poultron
Press game, RARBARCSSA is a multiple~commander,
dlVlSlCnsl level game cf the Russian front de-
Slened by group of wargamers at MIT. With
more than 1600 counters and an approximately
9'x5' mapboard, it is indeed a gargantuan game nothin6 more than a topographloal map of the
for a gargantuan campaign. However,its size Soviet Union that has had a hexagonal Grid
ls not BAPBAROSSA's only unique aspect, superimposed upon it and has been divided into

Bexll segments. For anyone wishing to devel-
whiie most of the movement and combat epe a same eh any particular aspeet ef the Cam

procedures follow the traditional Avalon Hill Paignr this map Would be an excellent source,
pattern, there are some variations. The rath- Tho order of battle» moat of Whleh is derived
er we1l—designed movement rules accurately de- from the early issues ef 8&T . also 1
pict the situation on the Russian fnint, in- Sontoe of data On the Russian Front
eluding such provisions as sea movement and re»
Str10t10nS due to weather, While a BLITZKRIEG While pessible te play Barbarossa FTF
Attrltlon Table was originally intended to be with ertrehe diffletlty. 1t is deslshed pri-
used with this game, a new CRT was invented. marily for PBM Play The game requires two
This CRT ls rather unique in that it takes in- supreme eemmahders to assish fronts. replace-
to account the attack and defense factcrs of mentsl $uPPlie3a and tratesie ordere Plne
both the attacking and defending units togeth» various army commanders for tactical commands.
er with the mede ef etteeh end eefehee_ A gamemaster coordinates the moves and issues

a bulletin with game related material A game
In addition to the above mentioned inova- ourrently in progress averages six weeks per

tions, theie are several combat related rules. turn, of Whieh two and a half weeks are spent
Howevei, they are far too numerous to give but in the hands of the Same coordinator.
brief mention. The supply rules are compre~
hensive, regulating the amount cf supply poi- BARBAROSSA's assests of accuracy and com-
nts used by the type of action to which a unit prehehsivehess are lts dlsadbantases. Its
1e eemm1ttee_ There ere previeiehe fer the jni. monstrous board and massive numbei of counters
tial German attack, replacements, and various makee it VeTY difflenlt to play and almost im-
echeioned nones. A rules well suited for this Poeeible to oonPlete- As a result of the
campaign is the partisan rules which allow for large number of players needed, it is very
the developement of partisans from Russian diffionlt to get a Bane Started and dropouts
losses and their use in harassing the Germans. can be erpe9ted- Thls same is defiritely net

for the beginner and can only be recommended
The mepbeard and Order of battle, besides to the hard-core Russian front fanatic and the

being used for constructing the BARBAROSSA com- Sane deSiSneT- It 18 available from George
ponents, can serve as a form cf game design Philliee» 510 A-305 Memorial Dr., Cambridge
kit The mapboard provided with the game is Mass» 03139

WAKESHIP
SURFACE WARSHIP is a naval simulation game in which each player
commands one ship in battle. Although at first glance it simply appears
to be a total redesign of the Fletcher Pratt naval wargame of the 1940's,
in actuality it was researched and designed from scratch. About the
only things similar to Pratt are the enjoyable firing procedure and the
ship value equation. Being a simulation game, SURFACE WARSHIP
includes many more rules and concepts than most naval wargames, and
deals with naval action on a level heretofore unobtainable because play-
ers insisted upon commanding whole fleets. However, ‘SW’ is playable
too. Three years were spent in playtesting to make sure of it! Further-
more, the year it has now been in print has revealed it to be fun and
playable to those wargamers who have tried it.

SURFACE WARSHIP is complete. You get the 24-page rule booklet,
which has basic, advnaced, and optional game rules. Completely new
air/ship rules are also included. In addition, two historical scenarios
are provided: The River Plate (the Graf Spee vs. british cruisers) and
The Denmark Strait (Bismarck, Hood, et.al.). Included are sheets of
deck plans, movement gauges, fire arrows, torpedo markers, DCT arc
markers, and more on paste-up — cut-out sheets. Complete data sheets
including the famed “ship cards" are also provided.

SURFACE WARSHIP was designed with the naval wargamer in mind
too. It uses l:l2OO scale deck plans, which can be gradually replaced
by the more expensive metal shlp models (which are in the same scale).

* all this for only
$150
15¢ extra lst class mail
30¢ extra air mail

Game Designed
and
Availible From:

Arnold J. Hendrick
l 0 Cole Road,
Wayland, Mass.
01778
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Realm of the Incas by J01111 Lllndetrom
PART V

The vast bulk of the military manpower
utilized by the Inca state was provided by the
conquered provinces through the tribute sys-
tem. All able-bodied male taxpayers between
the ages of 25 and 50 (theoretically 60) were
subject to mobilization as needed. However,
it seems likely that, the Inca High Command
selected certain of the more martial peoples
upon which to draw the most effective troops.
(Brundage, 1963: 108-9, Rowe, 1946: 273, Bram,
1941: 45-6).

To provide a continuous flow of adequate-
1y trained recruits, the Inca state maintained
in the various settlements of the empire a
cadre of military instructors, probably Ore-
Jones, to train the young men and determine
the best candidates for the military discharg-
in the rest into civilian life. (Bram, 1941:
46%. These select recruits were grouped into
militia units under their own native "curacas"
(headmen) counseled by Orejone advisors. The
military organization was based on the local
tribe and clan system, with each regiment be-
ing allowed its own standard and unit device.
The warriors were allowed to retain their
tribe's peculiar headgear and costume and also
their favorite weapons. (Cieza de Leon,1959
71 .

The men already in the militia units re-
ceived the most rigorous training at the hands
of their Inca instructors. Apparently the
same decimal system as in civil life pre-
vailed, with each curaca ranked according to
the number of men in his individual command,
these numbers being rounded off, of course.
Those militiamen not required for active ser-
vice, probably remained at home, meeting regu-
larly to train, much as the modern-day re-
serves. During peacetime the Inca advisors
were required to report monthly to Cuzco on
the state of their militia charges. (Bram,
1941: 36 45-6. Rowe, 1946: 276-8, Brundage,1963: 106-9; 1967: 229),

The administration of the tribute levy of
military manpower was intricately involved
within the Inca provincial government struc-
ture. The provincial governor, nearly.a1ways
a Capac Inca closely related to the emperor,
controlled the military apparatus, besides be-
ing the top civil administrator. Subordinate
to him served a 'Captain-General‘ also, ‘more

than likely, a Capac Inca, who controlled the
garrison forces Jf the province. Further, un-
der the governor was the network of Orejone
training officers, and therefore their militia
units. (Cieza de Leon, 1959: 68).

The tribal contingents, when mobilized,
served a number of functions. Some Joined the
field army and went on active campaigning.
Others were employed in various capacities as
garrisons or frontier guards, mostly through
the unique vehicle of the mitmac. Certain
peoples were designated by the Inca state as
'mitmac ayllus' and resettled in a different
portion of the empire. The transport of en-
tire clans was made for several reasons, not
the least of which was to plant troublemakers
in a region which was neither friendly nor
known to them and where they would have to co-
operate with the Inca state to flourish. The
mitmac system also had several significant
military advantages. Mitmac colonists were
brought into recently conquered provinces as a
pacifying agent upon the local peoples. They
helped to develop the region economically and
their readily mobilized militia units provided
additional troops to aid the garrisons in the
event of an uprising. (CieZa de Leon, 1959*
56-60. Brundage, 1967: 13).

Other mitmacs were utilized as colonist-
frontier guards on the borders of the empire.
The colonists built and helped man the fron-
tier pucaras essential to halt raids by ma-
rauding primitive tribesmen. Under their Ore-
Jone officers, they provided a buffer zone
which protected the empire proper from damag-
ing incursions from the outside, and a means
of eventually extending the empire's terri-
tory. These militia units probably saw con-
siderable small-scale combat, and to keep up
their morale, the provincial governors dis-
pensed generous rewards for bravery. (Cieza
de Leon. 1959: 61-2).

Mitmacs were not necessarily sent to the
most precarious places in the empire, several,
notably the Canar and Chachapoya, were located
near Cuzco and may have provided troops from
their militia units for the Imperial Body-
guard. (Brundage, 1967: 244).

The complex garrison system was greatly
dependent upon the tribute system, as was the
entire military, for its supplies and communi-

INCAS continued to pass 30
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PANZERFAUST is published monthly (except for December) 11 times per year, It is known
throughout the wargaming world for its reqularity of delivery. To date, all 50 issues
have been mailed on time, PANZERFAUST is considred by many as one of the finest gammg
magazines of the market as it deals with all facets of adult wargaming. This 30 - 32
page magazine is one of the pioneers in the field. PANZERFAUST often includes entire
games, such as Chuck Lane's AFRICA KORPS II--professionaly done and available separate-
ly for only $2.00, and for just 50¢ more get the bonus mini-game too.

we think something in our magazine will interest you, no matter what your area of
interestll A 12 issue subscription is only $4.00. Sample copies only 50¢, If you
would like first class delivery, add $1.00. Make all checks payable to Don Greenwood,
124 Warren, Sayre, Penn. 18840, Tell him IFW sent youl
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By ./lake .%eeae

Some clarifications are needed in order to
clear up some misunderstandings Mr. Tucker has
on some of the weapons he has presented in his
last two articles. In regard to the several
vehicles mentioned in the articles on the 105
mm guns I have some additional information.

First, the American 105mm (105/LAO) equip-
ped Sherman did not have an armor piercing
shell, but did carry a shaped-charge shell
which would penetrate four inches of armor.
However, these shells would be carried in very
small amounts; possibly one or two per tank
and not more than five in all. They were in-
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tended to be used. against concrete emplacements K\/'1, T6-zrnm/L 41.2.
and not tanks, but could be used as an armor
defeating projectile--although they were not
efficient as such. *1*

The Soviet SU-100 was introduced in late
19b9, 500 having been built by the end of the
year.*2* It replaced the SU-85 as the main
self-propelled antitank gun as the Su-85 had
been outmoded by the T39/85 tank which was now
in service in large numbers. The Su-85 began
to fill the tank battalions of the infantry
units as a support vehicle in the assault gun
role. The weapon in the Su-100 was a 1OCmm
L55 modified antiaircraft gun which would be a
105/L60 class weapon. In performance it is
comparable to the 75/L70 in the Panther al-
though its shot is twice the weight of the
Panther's.*3* It would be the best antitankgun
the Russians would develape and be used as the
main armament of their T5@ and T55 tanks.

Please note in the article on 105 guns that
on page 5 there is a misprint at the top of
the right eeiuhh. The "75/L50 mounted eh the
Sherman tank..." should read "75/L40 mounted
on the Sherman tank...".

Finally,a last word on the KV tank. There
seems some confusion as to its armament and
weapons. The KV-1 was produced in 1939
and carried the T5/L30 gun. In 1990 the KV-1A
and KV-1B were produced carrying the 75/L40
class gun. In 1942-M3 the KV-85 was introduc-
ed for a short time until replaced because of
the mass introduction of the Tjb/85. It car-
ried a 90/L50 class gun. There were two as-
sault weapons produced on the KV chassie. The
first was the KV-2 produced in l9bO which car-
ried a 150/L90 class weapon in a rotating tur-
ret. It was a failure. It was replaced in
19b3 by the SU-152 assault gun carrying the
same weapon. KV tanks, along with T34's were
used as an infantry support weaponin the first
two years of the war in Russia. In 1942 the
Russians started to create the independant
armored brigade composed of T 3% and the inde-
pendant heavy tank brigade compmnd of KV. It
was the 5U-76 and Tjb that was used for infan-
try support and later the SU-85. KV and later
JS tanks remained in independant heavy tank
battalions and brigades. *4*

The 120mm classification includes many wea-
pons used in WWII, mainly Russian. The first
two changes that should be made is in the lab-
ling of the classifications themselves. The
120/L50 classification should be changed to
read 120/L40 and the 120/L70 classification to
120/L60,

The weapon carried by the JS tank, the de-
velopment of the KV tank, was two. The JS -1
carried the 90/L50 gun. The JS-2 quickly re-
placed the JS-1 and it, as was the JS-3 intro-
duced in the last few weeks of the war, car-
ried the 120/L4O gun. The Jagdtiger on the
other hand was armed with a 128/L55 gut that
would be classified as a 120/L60 weapon.*5*The
German 128/L55 and the Russian 122/L93 used
seperate charges. The Russian one was bagged,
the German wrapped in brass and later iron
bands. Both the JS and Jagtiger had a very
slow rate of fire due to the seperated ammuni
tion and weight of shell and powder.

The last two 120 class vehicles carrying
this class of weapon was the Russian SU and
JSU 122 assault guns. These vehicles carried
the 120/L@0 gun and were intended to give ac-
curate direct fire support with HE. However ,
they also carried solid shot armor piercing
ammunition and were deadly tank destroyers.

+IW+

footnotes &
sources

1. THE CLASSIC SHERMAN, book data unavail-
able at the moment.

2. Colonel E.F. Offord, DSO, MBE, the SU-
85 and SU 100 TANK DESTROYERS, Armour in Pro-
file, #21, page 4.

3. Ibid., page 8.
b. Martin J. Miller, RED ARMOR IN COMBAT,

Grenadier Books, California, 1969, pp M3-4?.
5. HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES, 15

March 19b5, TM-E30-Q51, War Department Tech-
nical Manuel, page VII-73

also: Russian Tanks 1900-1970, John Milsom
Stackpole Books; Harrisburg, Penn. 1971.



D.F. from page 9
ect assault and Turkey can defend them before

6) ltalyit i 5 = _s nece sary to fall back to ner primary de Italy has some very key Neutrals Sur_
fense. Note that BUL has only a single attack
on Turkey and its double coasted nature pre-
vents any developmental moves at all! As an
aside, before leaving the centralized and com-
pact countries I should note Germany's plight
is not as dire as it might seem. The count of
elevin attack sites on German home centers is
correct IF Germany is attacked from all sides
at once. Versus a two player alliance, how-
ever, only six or seven provinces touch German
home centers.

Note these compact defenses:
RUSSIA: A BUL, A ARM, F BLA
AUSTRIA: F AEG, F EMD
TURKEY: F CON, F ANK, A SMY

If the attack is:
F AEG (S) F EMD - SMY
F BLA (S) A BUL - CON
A ARM - ANK
then the defense:
F CON - AEG
F ANK — BLA
A SMY - ARM
saves all three centers!
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Also:
GERMANY: A Tro, A BOH, A GAL
ITALY: F ADR, A SER, A RUM
AUSTRIA: A VIE, A BUD, A TRI
If the attack is:
A Tro (s) A BOH - VIE
A GAL (s) A RUM - BUD
A SEE (s) F ADR - TRI

rounding her. The four Neutrals of Apu1ia,Ion-
ian, Tyrolean, & Tuscany is a real headacheibr
Italy. Each of these provinces attacks two
normally Italian centers (including Tunis) and
can attack as many as three. The other Neu-
trals of Piedmont, Tyrolea and Adriatic are
SINGLE Neutrals, with fair to poor development-
al chances. Loss of TYR to an enemy fleet or
APU to an enemy army are most damning and are
strongest from an attack-development point of
view. Again attacks like A MAR-PIE, then APIE-
TUS! or F AEG-ION, then F ION (C) A GRE - APU!
or A TYR - VEN then A VEN-APU!, are very play-
able and very strong. Use of the "spring raid
to force an opponent to remove you is a power-
ful move IF you can RETREAT to a Double or a
Triple Neutralll

7) Russia
Lastly we have Russia. Her key NEut-

rals are Livonia and Ukraine--both attacking
the powerful center of Moscow. Loss of Moscow
blows Russia wide open. Here we have some in-
teresting chances to develope. Silesia can
develope to Prussia or Galacia: Galacia to
Warsaw, Rumania or Ukraine--Prussia to Warsaw
or Livonia. That interconnected series offers
quite a bit of play and also allows for the
‘developing retreat‘ Thus if you are in any
of the five mentioned centers a 2:1 attack a-
gainst you still allows a retreat to another
Single. Double, or Triple Neutral: or to a
supply center, if it is open. A very vexing
problem for Russia!

The other Neutrals of Finland, Barents.
Armenia & Bla are Single Neutrals (some are
double if Sweden and Rumania are considered)
with fair to poor developmental possibilities
versus Russia. (Any time two or move adjacent
Single-Double-Triple Neutrals are sea and coa-
stal in nature their value, in development,is
diminished over adjacent S-D-T Neutrals that
are ALL land or ALI Sea in nature. Thus the
couplet Fin-Both or Bla-Arm are not as strong
as the coplet Sil-Gal or Tyr-Ion, e.s.)

_____ D.F. go:-:1‘: -ro pay?

an austrian move of; any —§
A BUD - SEB_
A TRI - TYO,
A VIE - GAL
saves all three centers!
Thus three compact centers can hold off

the attack of six pieces!
(A better attack is:
F ADR (s) A Tro - TRI
A BOH (S) A GAL - VIE
A SER (S) A RUM - BUD
thus utilizing the uncuttable supports of

ADR & BOH, in this situation.

Finally we have the Semi-compact nations
of Italy and Russia. Here all centers are con-
nected, but not each to each.
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AMERICA'S NEWEST MINIATURE HAGHAMING MAGAZINE

Now in its third year of publication. The Courier
presents articles by Scruby, Featherstone, Viet-
meyer, Haskell, Sweet and many other wargaming
"names". The articles cover all periods with
special interest in Napoleonic, Modern. American
Revolution, Bitish Colonial and Ancient. The
Articles cover uniforms, organization, battle
reports. "how to" articles. wargame problems; rules
for different periods of wargaming, extensive
photo coverage, and many other items of interest.
The Courier is published every 6 weeks (B times a
yr.) A must for every serious miniature wargamer
at $3.00/yr. Sample c0PY $.45. Make a check today
to: The Courier, 45 Willow St. Brockton, Mass.
02401



S&T from page.5
Forest number 4 is another problem, it

will accommodate a mortar for the same reasons
as forest three. Again, it is not suitable
for a RMG because tanks can neutralize it
after only _ one turn of fire, as its fire ex-
poses its position. The best choice is a PAK.
This weapon can fire on the road and upon the
edge of the board where the Germans are to ap-
pear, further it can be placed on the west,
north, or east edge_ of the forest and be of
value.

Forest 5 is too far away and out of
position as the Germans could avoid it. For-
ests one, two, and six are the next line of
defense, and we have one PAK, one HMG, and one
mortar and nine SMG's left. Either forest two
or six is best for the HMG, both have good
scope although forest six is a.little stronger
and therefore can really plaster an infantry
unit that is at all careless. The PAK is best
positioned in forest one as it has a'M " range
and a mortar only H8". The PAK can fire up to
mound A, while a mortar could only be effec-
tive up to the two buildings.

The final decision is an easy and natural
one the mortar behind the mound with the nine
SMG's. If the armor tries to go up the hill,
or cross the rough terrain, the mortar will
stand a good chance of crippling or destroy-
ing it by hitting the engine or tracks. The
mortar in forests one or two would be firing
at vehicles using the road at full speed “and
thus the chance at hitting them goes way
down.

German.Strategy
The first German move can be outlined but

after this point luck takes a large hand in
future plans. It must be obvious that forests
three and four must be cleared before the Ger-
man can ever think of moving the 155 into
play. I would suggest using the SG III and
moving it to the top of Hill B in turn one and
firing on forest three with HE by direct fire
and with the MG. A M IV and a truck should al-
so enter with the M IV firing on forest three
while the truck unloads troops behind the tank
(relative to the forest) who prepare to charge
the forest as soon as the two tanks machinegun
the leading edges of the forest. Meanwhile
another M IV enters with some infantry on the
boards edge and opens fire on the leadinggedge
of forest four.

The rest of the infantry and the A0234
appear on turns two and three while the Pan-
ther awaits the clearing of forest three and
four. The SG III moves toward forest two fir-
ing as it approaches. and the Mk IV's apply
covering fire to troops entering forest four.
Beyond this point plans are fruitless because
the T34/85 might appear (a very unwise move
this early) and the howitzers might already be
picking off something.

The foregoing summation is capped by one
primary thought THINK ABOUT CAPABILITY OF WEA-
PONS BEFORE DEPLOYING THEM.
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it Berlin is beyond me.

All of the mini-games come with their own
historic set-ups and victory conditions. Bar-
barossa and Berlin are the best, but Stalin-
grad has its fine points too.

The Campaign Game is also very good, and
for a game of such length it holds your atten-
tion, remarkably well, throughout. There are
simply no dull moments in any of these games.

If you are an Eastern Front fanatic you
have to add this game to your collection of
risk being called a hypocrite, and if you are
just a ‘gamer looking for an excellent game
you should, likewise, look into it.
PLAY BALANCE: The mini-game Barbarossa favors
the Germans (you get a better balanced game if
you ignore the German marginal victory), Stal-
ingrad favors the Russians, Zitadelle favors
the Russians, and Berlin is close. As to the
Campaign Game, if the German doesn't screw
himself up in the first two years and lose
a lot of units, he can usually force a draw.
SET UP TIME: Between five and ten minutes for
all versions.
PLAYING TIME: Barbarossa lasts about an hour,
the other mini-games last between one and two
hours, and the Campaign Game lasts a good six
or seven hours.
COMPLAINTS: My only real gripe is with the
victory conditions for ditadelle and Berlin.
In Berlin the rules are worded so confusedly
that you have to reread them several times, at
the end of the game, just to see who won. In
Aitadelle the Russians Just have to sit there
to win. But you can fix these things yourself
and they present no real problem to playing
the games.
MECHANICS: Because this game utilizes prin-
ciples, particularly in the areas of movement
and combat, which many of you probably aren't
familiar with, I thought it advisable to in-
clude a short section on them.

First off, in the movement department,
there are two important new features: zones of
control are fluid, and the impulse system of
movement is used. That is, you may sit next
to enemy units without attacking, and you may
move through enemy zones of control at a slow-
er rate than over clear terrain.

Movement is done this way: German moves,
resolves any combat, moves again, Russian
moves, resolves any combat, moves again.

These two changes produce an almost com-
plete simulation of mobile armored warfare as
it occurred in the east at that time. For in-
stance, in a usual game the German takes or
bypasses Riga on the first turn, takes Minsk
and surrounds or takes Smolensk on the second.
I tell you, it takes your breath away. Well.
don't just sit there, go order the game. w
Tyrone Bomba, Box 1002 Northumberland, B50
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania 17815
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Unit Factors Pts Amt TANK CORPSEq|=_ , _ MECHANIZID CORPS
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fliateriok denotes models in preparation to be available in the
PO ‘OX 2 3 8 8 course of the year. They will be announced in ou.r bulletins.
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TAN K MODELS
Model
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T2, Henschel, 33101
f . KAI 3,5 '1'onl(2.)
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3,’? cm Anti Aircraft, v. Trailer

3,7 cl: Anti Aircraft Gun

3,7 cm Anti an! Gun Poi)
7,5 on Anti ‘hunk Gun (Pub)
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Complete Catalog‘ of IIIIIZATOB Tanks, with Iketchel .50 -,)0
The above new line of Tank-models in the 1:200 scale are Just the
right thing for the collector of military vehicles, or the var-

nJ. HIHZAIUR@119 enthusiast. They are detailed to perfection, as o y
can do it (coo his ehipnodelu) painted often in- camuflagu and
are cast in the um motel, that the ehlpc are cent in, which moans
once they are put down, they stay in piece, different than plastic.
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The above illustrations show jun‘. some of the HERCATUR Lenka. The size is of
course reduced. Actual size of Model I 1151 for Instance, la 2" long. If de-
sired, further cua'o~::: pointing can be done with HIIIBHJI. pinto, applied thin
in order not to cover up the -.-erg: fine detail of these models.
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Orders Games
With the advent of the visibility rule above, a certain

amount of secret deployment is possible. the amount increas-
ing as the game size increases. Historically the “fog of war“
managed to cover many a deiicency and nulify litany an ad-
vantage. ;\‘ow something of the same can happen in Panzer-
blitz.

The concept oi‘ the "orders" game is also common in
miniatures: mainly, each player draws his “mission” from ll
deck of cards. The mission card then leads him to a second
draw ofone of a selection oi‘ toher decks to produce his troops
All draws are kept secret from the opposition until the game
is over.

You may arrange the decks ofcards in very daring ways.
but then the risk oi‘ coming up with a totally unbalanced sit-
uation is greater. ("lialleiiging as a fight against the odds is.
Panzerblitz was not set tip to handle such realistically. The
reason is that Dnnnigan made each player into a “God“ who
knows where all troops arc. and can predict with statistical pre-
cision the results oi‘ a battle (especially given the magic 4-ll.
The '20-square visibility rule mitigates the problem somewhat.
but a total redesign oi‘ the game oriented to putting the player
into the Colonel’s seat instead of God’s is necessary for the
player who enjoys the military problem challenge. I respect-
Fully suggest that this is precisely what l have already done
(before Panzerblitz came outl with 1944. But that's another
story.
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Large Games
l have been assured by Dave Williatns that Panzerblitz

is indeed an interesting game on the multi-regiment and even
divisional level, and for players who understand the tactics of
the “basic” game, the large game is deiinitely a rnust. Included
with this article is a basic counter sheet. With a litte touch
up work you can give this to a professional printer and have
:1 number of copies made up — some on slate gray and some
on “curry” (dark yellow), and some on white. You then use
the sections you need from each color sheet. In the printing
business many copies of one master is cheaper than a few from
many different masters.

if you are too cheap to buy gamcboards t‘romAva.lon Hill
take some tracing paper and go over board 3, tracing just the
hex-agons. Photostat or offset printed copies are just a step
beyond this; l strongly suggest making your own boards in
this manner because the XH boards are very poor for large
battles (because of their dramatic terrain variations from board
to board).

The author remains open for all comments if mail is dir-
ected to Arnold J. Hendrick, l0 Cole Road, Wayland, Mass.
01778.
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a
simulation

of interstellar
ruariare

Finally, a PLAYABLE game for
viargamers and the science-
tiction enthusiast which in-
corporates:

Simultaneous 3-D movement;
Individual skill. no luck factors.

.] ill. Individually-designed fleets;
levels plus sev a

scenarios for 2-B players;
A basic game capable of being
played within l/2 hour;
Two 2-piece section niaptioards

I VII. Six sets of fleet counters on
heavy-stock tlaper;

. lete set of rules. dataIfi L-J ca 5 1::

sheets. ship design table;
. All game components are pro

fessionally printed by offset.

LIMITED EIJITIUN

[lnly a small number oi games
have been produced. so send
check or money-order for
$3.59 (includes first-class
postage) payable to:

Harry M. Mishler
Box 2628

\ La Mesa, Cal. 92041 J



ACOMA from page 12
once. Wattle plans were wispered under the stars
and inside clay houses. when the day began, so
did the fighting. Hours later, Colonel Zaldivar
hailed the Acomas and implored them to surrender-
Choir fiurncnpnn, reFueod, into “rating the “ol-
oncl'c reqnost as a sign of w~nkness, n"d nmssed
399 war"ior for n grand as"au1t to sweep the in-
vaders of? tho island in the sky,

98ml“ and "fiififi, the colonel app olod to the
icomas. “ntucapan's monstorous charge was ready
to on ufll""ShOd, but like a gecko teases 3 spider
b@F°Y@ fiulhinfi it down. the choir toyed with the
Spainich com ande .

Unkown to the teasing chcif, Zaldivar was
8180 Plflyinm o game, he was stalling for time, he-
cause his sol iers were pulling their two artil-
lery pieces up to the mesa battlefield.

finely Cheif Zutucapan unleahed his human
battering ram against his foe, but he was too
late, for the guns were ready, and tho first salvo
from tnlm P@Ya1YZ@d the charge. The Indians were
stunned, confused, and awed. Never before had
they seen or heard such mighty weapons as those
two gleaming, dent dealing atillery pieces,

Uheif flutucnpanls firey voice thawed their
awn and confusion. It drove them forward acain
and again into the burst and flare of the mudcr-
pus artillery. Before the Indian warriors broke
and retreated, over 500 lay dead on-me feild cf
battle.

On th third day of battle, Colonel Zaldivar
ordered tnrchfis not to the city. By the middle of
that afternoon there was no fight left in the Ac-
omas; no voice to rally them into battle, their
cheif vns dead, and with him, their spirit.

A meek and humble surrender was offered, and
accapted by the Spainards, Vengence and been ex-
tracacted, and the guilty punished,

Colonel Haldivar counted his losses-two kil-
led,

 

INCAS from page]?-
cations. Each of the provincial governors
controlled the tribute apparatus, funneling
the portion intended for the military into
specially constructed storehouses. The tri-
bute included all of the implements for war
and life itself. Each of the subject peoples
produced what items they could manufacture
best and delivered them up to the Inca offi-
cials. From the storehouses, constructed
fairly close together along the main routes of
communication, the peacetime garrisons drew
what supplies they needed, turning the excess
over to the poor. During wartime the militia
units probably assembled at the nearest store-
house, took what supplies and weapons they
needed and then moved off to rendezvous with
the main body of the army. (Cicza dc Leon,
1959: 164-5, Garcilaso de la Vega, 1966: I:251
256 (quoting Augustin Zarate).

+ IN +

D.F cont Prom page /6

Now that all the countries have been dis-
cussed, let us look at Neutrals from the over-
all point of view, i.e. which are most im-
portant to gain for one alliance attacking a
single country (or another alliance)?

The following are the.most volitale Neut-
rals in any campaign involving the countries
surrounding them. TYR, FIN, ION, and the tri-
ange BOE—SIL—GAL. Other key privinces-— but
having supply centers--are BEL & Bum.

These provinces almost MUST be held by
the attackers to gain superiority, or by the
defender(s) to stay alive. Loss of them is
the first step to decay of the area.

It is only one minor step to realize that
this tactical presentation can be applied to
ANY ‘supply center complod at any time in the
game. The definition of the Single, Double,
Triple, etc Neutral is dependant on what cen-
ters are held by a single power and form the
unique ‘supply center complex‘ for that point
in time. As centers are taken (or added to)
that complex the value of a Neutral changes
with respect to both attacker and defender. e.
g. TYO is a SINGLE with respect to Germany and
Italy initially, and a Double with respect to
Austria. But if Austria wipes out Italy and
takes Ven then Tyo has become a Triple with
respect to Austria. Now is Austria captures
MUN, then TYO has no value as it is totally be-
hind Austrian lines!

Comments to: Lenard Lakofka, 1806 North
Richmond, Chicago 6064?

+ IW +
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15% DISCOUNT on Games !!

ls dl$COUl11'
$8 98 $7 63llliwatt it

AVALON HlLl.’S
Qames |iS‘l':
l'9l-41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8798
AFBIKA KORPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.98
Al\lZlO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.98
BASEBALL STRATEGY . . . . . . . . . . . 4.98
BlSl\/lAFiCl< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98
BLITZKFHEG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7.98
BULGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98
C&O/B&O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.98
D-DAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98
FOOTBALL STRATEGY . . . . . . . . . . 4.98
GETTYSBUBG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98
GUADALCANAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.98

T0 Order
...subtrc1c1' 15% from the list
price, and odd 51.00 P°51'¢Ige
per orderlNOT per gctmel ""
orders for 6 or more games
require N0 postage! Since
Avalon Hill is now charging
51.00 postage too. our 15%
discount means more than
ever now!!

JUTLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 798 f| Ep|
KHIEGSPIEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._7.98 Mo"?! ‘MK IF NOT SA 5‘
LE MANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.99 D5r>"r.cw-10
nnowav 698PANZFRBUTZ 898
SHAKESPEARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.99
stauncnao . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..c9a
STOCKMABKET . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..99e ,4iEf§?\\
TACUCSi| . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 698
TUF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.98 P. 0. BOX1123-EVANSVILLE. lNDlANA 4-ma

\TUFABET . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.98
U-BOAT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.98
WATER LOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.98 1:~.J-DIAIJU, RESIDENTS add 2% Sales tax
WOBO POWER , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.98
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